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Record-shattering 2023 Spring heatwave in western
Mediterranean amplified by long-term drought
Marc Lemus-Canovas 1,2✉, Damián Insua-Costa 3, Ricardo M. Trigo4,5 and Diego G. Miralles 3

The western Mediterranean region experienced an exceptional and unprecedented early heatwave in April 2023. By shattering
historical temperature records, especially in the Iberian Peninsula and northwestern Africa, this extreme offers a stark illustration of
a drought–heatwave compound event. Here, we investigate the soil moisture–temperature interactions that underpinned this
event, using the most up-to-date observations and a robust statistical analysis. Our results reveal that soil moisture deficit
preconditions, concurring with a strong subtropical ridge as a synoptic driver, had a key contribution to the amplification and
duration of this record-breaking heatwave. Specifically, we estimate that the most extreme temperature records would have been
4.53 times less likely and 2.19 °C lower had the soils been wet. These findings indicate that soil moisture content may be a crucial
variable for seasonal forecasting of early HW in this region and in other Mediterranean climate regimes that are already suffering an
increment in the frequency of compound drought–heatwave events.
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INTRODUCTION
As record-shattering heat episodes become more frequent
worldwide1,2, understanding the regional drivers of specific events
becomes vital to enhance preparedness and adaptation. In late
April 2023, an extraordinary spring heatwave (HW) hit the western
Mediterranean region. In Portugal and mainland Spain, tempera-
tures reached 36.9 °C (Mora) and 38.8 °C (Córdoba), respectively,
breaking the historical records for the month of April3. Similar
extremes were also experienced in Morocco and Algeria, where
temperatures exceeded 40 °C in several locations4. The event was
characterised by a subtropical ridge and concurred with a
prevailing and severe multi-year drought5. For instance, in April
2023, Spanish reservoirs were 50% below average6 and dam
storage in Morocco was at 33%7. Concurrently, Tunisia’s largest
water reservoir (Sidi Salem) was only at 16% of its maximum
capacity8. Such scarcity of water strongly impacted the agricultural
sector, with the Spanish government allocating direct state aid
amounting to more than €636M to support farmers and stock-
breeders in the face of the drought9. The hypothesis underlying
this study is that these antecedent severe dry conditions acted as
amplifiers and catalysts for the temperature records, via the
reduction of evaporation in favour of surface sensible heat flux10.
Potentially, we could have witnessed a cascading compound
hazard11, where pre-existing drought conditions intensified the
subsequent heatwave12,13.
The drought influence on heatwave escalation has been

previously documented14–16, especially for specific cases, such as
the 2003, 2018 and 2019 European10,17,18, and the 2010 Russian19

summer HWs. For such summer events in temperate regions20 soil
moisture during droughts can be highly anomalous compared to
the climatological expectation21. On the other hand, due to the
climatologically dry soil conditions during summer, Mediterranean
regimes tend to be less affected by large negative anomalies in
soil moisture, and summer heat waves are rather triggered by heat
advection from arid regions22. It remains unknown, however, the

degree to which land–atmospheric feedbacks can play a role
during the spring season when climatological soil moisture is
higher, and thus droughts can be associated with large negative
anomalies in soil moisture and sensible heat flux. For this reason,
here we delve into the intricate land–atmosphere interactions that
characterised the April 2023 event and quantify the role of
concurrent soil drought in the extreme temperatures that were
recorded across the western Mediterranean region. As such, the
objectives of this work are: (1) to identify the surface and synoptic
characteristics of this unprecedented spring heatwave; (2) to
quantify the influence of soil drought on the energy balance
partitioning and air temperature; and (3) to infer the likelihood of
occurrence of such event under dry and wet soil moisture
preconditions.

RESULTS
Observed characteristics of the April 2023 heatwave
We first examine the conditions during the HW event, including
circulation, temperature and soil drought. The concurrence of high
geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) and 850-hPa temperature
(Fig. 1a), together with extremely low soil moisture levels (Fig. 1b),
culminated in 4 days (25–28 April) of consecutive records in daily
maximum temperature (Tx) in the city of Córdoba (Spain), which
reached its absolute maximum on April 27 with a Tx of 38.8 °C (Fig.
1c). This is 4.8 °C above the previous record registered in 1960. The
extremeness of the dry–hot conditions is portrayed by the fact
that temperatures at 850 hPa were above the 99th percentile
(Supplementary Fig. 1) while soil moisture was below the 1st
percentile over extensive areas (white dots in Fig. 1b).
The synoptic situation described in Fig. 1a, dominated by a

high-pressure system or subtropical ridge, is a common trigger of
heat waves in the Iberian Peninsula23. However, what denotes the
exceptionality of the event is the occurrence of this atmospheric
configuration within a background context of extreme drought.
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The latter is clearly depicted by the 1-, 3-, 12- and 24-month
Standardised Precipitation Evaporation Index (SPEI) values in the
south of the Iberian Peninsula during the last week of April
(Fig. 1d), showing that both the short-term and long-term drought
affecting this area was unprecedented since 1960.

Soil–moisture temperature coupling during the April 2023
heatwave
We separated the event into three main phases affecting the
Iberian Peninsula: (1) build-up (April 22–24), (2) peak (April 26–28),
and (3) progressive weakening (April 29–30). The daily π coupling
metric24 (see Data and methods section) was used to reveal the
influence of soil moisture feedback on temperature (Fig. 2a–c), by
decomposing the coupling signal into its surface energy term (H

'−Hp’), devised to depict the influence of soil drought on the
energy balance partitioning, and its air temperature term (Tʹ)
(Fig. 2a–f). During the first phase (Fig. 2a, d, g), neutral values of
the energy term concurred with slightly positive temperature
anomalies in the southern end of the Iberian Peninsula, implying
low coupling (i.e., low π; Fig. 2a). The northern coast of Morocco,
Algeria and Tunisia also experienced low coupling during this
phase. There, dry soil conditions and high incoming radiation led
to an increase in surface sensible heat flux, yet cold air advection
accompanied by some precipitation (Supplementary Fig. 2)
inhibited higher temperature anomalies. On the other hand,
during the HW peak (Fig. 2b, e, g), large positive anomalies in both
the energy and temperature terms were observed in the southern
half of Iberian Peninsula and across large parts of Morocco and
northern Algeria (Fig. 2e), indicating strong coupling (high π; Fig.

Fig. 1 Climatological context of the April 2023 HW record-shattering in the western Mediterranean region. a 850-hPa temperature (°C,
shading) and 500 hPa geopotential height (dm, contours) at 12UTC on 27 April 2023. b Percentile of daily soil moisture at 0–7 cm depth
(originally, volumetric fraction) for the 27th of April 2023. White stippling shows areas with volumetric soil moisture lower than the 1st
percentile. Percentiles were computed using the 1950–2022 reference period for March, April and May. The yellow box shows the area used to
compute the regional time series of both the coupling metric and the soil moisture (see Data and Methods section), while the magenta point
inside the box refers to the location of Córdoba (Spain), and the one outside, that of Marrakech (Morocco), both hotspots of the event. The
most affected countries are identified with the ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 country codes. c Córdoba in-situ time series for daily 2m maximum
temperatures (Tx) from 1 March to 5 May (black line) along with the 1950–2022 Tx 5-day centred running mean (grey) and Tx 15-day centred
running mean of the 99th percentile (dark red). Magenta stars denote the 4 consecutive records (25–28 April) and yellow segments show the
difference between these new records and the previous ones for April. d Regional (averaged over the yellow box in Fig. 1b) Standard
Precipitation and Evaporation Index (SPEI) for 1960–2023 time series for the 4th week of April based on 1-, 3-, 12- and 24-month time scales
(dark red and yellow lines, respectively). Data source: ERA5 (a), ERA5-Land (b), AEMET (c), CSIC (d).
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2b). Therefore, during the peak of the event, temperature
anomalies were strongly affected by higher-than-usual surface
sensible heat flux, which was caused by the soil dryness and a
surplus of incoming radiation at the surface (i.e., elevated values of
H'−Hp’) (Fig. 2g). Finally, in the demise phase (Fig. 2c, f, g) a high
coupling rate remained in the eastern Iberian Peninsula and in
some large areas of North Africa (Fig. 2c). In contrast, in the
southern part of the Iberian Peninsula, the degree of coupling
decreased drastically during this phase, despite air temperatures
still being positively anomalous. This is consistent with the
occurrence of light precipitation, and the subsequent lower
influence of soil moisture on the extreme temperatures. Above all,
the strong concordance found between the two coupling terms
during the peak of the event suggests that dry conditions were a
critical ingredient in defining this episode as a historically
unprecedented HW. Note that the level of soil
moisture–temperature coupling (p) obtained for the 2023 April
event had not been previously recorded in southern Iberia
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Likewise, the same applies to the energy
term (H’-Hp’), as shown in the inset of Supplementary Fig. 3.

Storylines of the heatwave under different soil moisture
preconditions
In our endeavour to determine the influence of soil desiccation on
the intensification of the event, we employed the flow analogues
technique (see Data and Methods.). For clarity, flow analogues
refer to days from a historical period, where atmospheric patterns
are closely related to those of a specific event—in this instance,
the HW peak spanning 26–28 April. These analogues enable us to
establish how similar atmospheric conditions in the past, under

two differentiated soil moisture states (wet and dry), influenced
temperature dynamics. Thus, to confirm and further quantify the
role played by soil desiccation in the amplification of the event we
selected flow analogues based on the 1950–2022 period, for each
day of the HW peak and reconstructed the associated Tx
anomalies (Fig. 3). We disentangled the influence of soil drying
by distinguishing between analogue days preceded by dry and
wet conditions based on soil moisture anomalies averaged over
the previous 15 days and across the south of the Iberian Peninsula
(box in Fig. 3a–c)—see Data and methods section.
Results indicate that flow patterns analogous to those observed

during the April HW peak tend to result in warmer conditions
when preceded by dry conditions (Fig. 3a, b). In other words,
conditioned on the experienced atmospheric circulation, soil
moisture deficits promote further warming (Fig. 3c, d). It is
important to stress that prior to the analysis we removed the
linear trend from the soil moisture time series. In addition, the
areas of greater amplification due to soil desiccation preconditions
coincide with the areas of greater soil moisture–temperature
coupling during the peak of the event (Fig. 2e). Specifically, the
difference between both groups of analogues exceeds 1 °C in
most of the Iberian Peninsula (Fig. 3c), being of the order of 2 °C
on average in the south (Fig. 3d), and locally, close to Córdoba,
even exceeding 3 °C (Fig. 3c). Regarding the different circulation
behaviour under dry and wet precedent conditions (Fig. 3e), the
April 2023 HW peak it is slightly closer to a dry-like preconditioned
circulation than a wet-like one, although no relevant differences
are shown.
Finally, the temperature difference shown in Fig. 3 between dry

and wet analogues is not to be interpreted as a measure of the

Fig. 2 Soil moisture–temperature coupling during the three identified phases of the April 2023 heatwave. a Soil moisture–temperature
coupling metric (π) during the three HW phases: build-up (a), peak (b), and demise (c). d–f Idem as a–c but for the spatial mean values of the
temperature (T’) and energy (H’–Hp’) coupling terms. g Time series of both coupling terms from 1 April 2023 to 3 May 2023. The red box in
a–c and d–f, respectively, was used to compute the regional coupling T’ and H’–Hp’ in southern Iberia, showed in g. Black vertical boxes in
g separate the three HW phases.
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warming effect of soil drought during the specific April 2023 HW
event, but rather as a representative difference between wet and
dry soils in April 2023-like atmospheric configurations. Therefore,
we implemented an additional analysis to quantify the role of
land–atmosphere interactions for this episode. To this end, we first
estimated the changing likelihood of the maximum regional Tx
reached during the HW peak (Fig. 3d, red vertical dashed line), by
fitting the maximum value of each HW peak reconstruction
repeated 5000 times to a Generalised Extreme Value (GEV)
distribution (See Data and Methods). That is to say, we calculate
the probability of reaching the maximum observed Tx anomaly
value (13.5 °C) for both the dry and wet analogue groups and
evaluate the difference. The process was repeated for different
time windows in which to search for analogues to test the
robustness of the method. Our results show that the event was
4.53 times (standard deviation: 0.87) more likely due to the
drought context prior to the event (Fig. 4a). In addition, using this
approach we were able to estimate that the maximum Tx reached
for this event under dry preconditions was 2.19 °C (standard
deviation: 0.17 °C) higher than if conditions had been wet (Fig. 4a).
In short, our results demonstrate that soil moisture deficits in the
Iberian Peninsula intensified the warming expected from the
anomalous circulation observed during the peak of the April 2023
HW.

DISCUSSION
Our findings demonstrate that the severe drought conditions
preceding the April 2023 HW were a crucial factor in explaining
the exceptional temperature records. We clearly identified the
synoptic driver of the situation as a pronounced subtropical ridge
pushing warm air northwards into the Western Mediterranean.
However, even though the subtropical ridge affected a wide area,
the most extreme temperatures were recorded in the south of the
Iberian Peninsula, as well as in large parts of northern Morocco

and Algeria, which were both the areas with the largest negative
soil moisture anomaly and the highest soil moisture–temperature
coupling, suggesting a significant contribution of soil desiccation
to the extreme temperature reached in this event. We have also
shown that the probability of reaching such an extreme regional
maximum Tx in the southern Iberian Peninsula would have been
4.53 times lower had the soils been wet. Nevertheless, we must
acknowledge that the top value of the regional maximum Tx,
obtained with the analogue dry subset, falls roughly 2.5 °C colder
than the observed value for the peak HW phase (upper black dot
vs vertical red dashed line in Fig. 3d). Thus, it is likely that other
mechanisms might have also contributed to exacerbating the
26–28 April HW amplitude. In this regard, it is worth mentioning
the development of marine heatwave conditions in the eastern
Atlantic and eastern Mediterranean clearly visible through the
high SST anomalous values in these sectors (Supplementary Fig.
4). Further research, using regional circulation models, is required
to better access the role SST’s may play in future record-shattering
heat events.
Climate projections indicate a significant worsening of drought

and aridity conditions in the southern Iberian Peninsula25,26, thus
compound dry–hot events are expected to aggravate27, leading to
alarming consequences such as the increase in fire risk in the
area28. This area is therefore a hotspot in the context of climate
change, where further research on HW amplification mechanisms
is needed to guide decision-makers in implementing mitigation
and adaptation measures through, for example, land use
management29.
The methodology employed in this study could help to this end.

The application of the analogues technique to the study of
land–atmosphere feedback remains novel18, and here we propose
its combination with a statistical technique that follows the same
logic as the climate change attribution risk approaches30,31. This
allows us to quantify the drought-induced temperature amplifica-
tion in specific cases in a much less computationally expensive

Fig. 3 Wet and dry circulation analogues of the April 2023 heatwave (HW) peak. Mean Z500 (m, contours) and Tx (°C, shading), presented
as anomalies with respect to 1950–2022, reconstructed for the HW peak (26–28 April 2023) from daily flow analogues of Z500 over the
western Mediterranean domain (solid box in Fig. 1a). We separate analogues preceded by a wet (above the 66th percentile) and b dry (below
the 33rd percentile) average soil moisture conditions at 0–7 cm in the southern Iberian Peninsula (black box in a–c) during the previous
15 days. c Difference between b and a. d Flow-conditioned distributions of the mean Tx anomalies for the April HW peak over south Iberia
preceded by wet and dry conditions (y-axis). Vertical black (red) dashed lines depict the regional mean (maximum) values observed during the
event peak. Boxes show the interquartile range and whiskers span the 1st–99th percentiles, with points denoting the analogue maximum Tx.
e Flow-conditioned distributions as d but for geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa over the domain used to search analogues shown in
Fig. 1a (20W–15E, 25N–50N).
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and more observational way than other methodologies, such as
atmospheric or climate model simulations, which are also more
subject to model errors32,33.
Importantly, our findings indicate that in terms of

land–atmosphere coupling during extreme events, semiarid
regions in spring can behave like temperate regions during
summer. It is well known that summer soil moisture anomalies can
play an important role in the intensity of HWs at higher latitudes
(e.g., 2003 France, 2010 Russia15,19, central and northern
Europe17,18), but in drier regions like southern Spain, the room
for soil dryness to induce temperature anomalies is limited, since
dry soils are the norm during summer. However, our results show
that in spring, when soil moisture content is more variable, HWs
can indeed be significantly enhanced by antecedent drought
conditions. Therefore, our findings suggest that in these semiarid
regions, including other Mediterranean climate regions where
hot–dry compound events are aggravating (e.g., California, central
Chile), soil moisture may be a good diagnostic of spring HW risk
and hold potential for subseasonal HW forecasting.

METHODS
Observational data
Córdoba daily maximum temperature (Tx) time series was
retrieved from the Spanish meteorological service (AEMET),
specifically from AEMET Open Data (https://opendata.aemet.es/).
To access these data through the AEMET API we used the
climaemet R package34.

Standardised Precipitation Evaporation Index
To characterise the unprecedented drought conditions over
southern Iberia (Fig. 1d), we use 1-, 3-, 12- and 24- SPEI35 time
scales calculated for the 4th week of April and extracted directly
from the SPEI Spain Drought monitor, freely available at https://
monitordesequia.csic.es at 1 km spatial resolution from 1960 to

the present. The SPEI Spain Drought Monitor provides near real-
time SPEI estimates at different temporal scales, computed at the
end of each week for the Spain mainland. AEMET and SIAR
weather station networks were used to feed the drought monitor.

ERA-5 Land
Daily Tx and volumetric soil moisture (in m3m−3) in a layer of 0 to
7 cm depth were extracted from the European Centre of Medium-
range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) ERA-5 Land reanalysis36. SM was
used to characterise the soil moisture conditions prior to the event
and to disaggregate dry and wet episodes in the flow analogues
experiment, while Tx was used as a predictor in this experiment.
Note that to compute the coupling metric in Fig. 2, daily mean
temperature (Tm) was used instead of Tx. Moreover, evaporation,
potential evaporation and both surface net solar and thermal
radiation were also used to this end. Anomalies were computed
with respect to the climatological seasonal cycle in the reference
period 1950–2022. All these data were presented at a horizontal
resolution of 0.25 × 0.25°.

ERA-5
Meteorological fields for atmospheric levels were retrieved from
the ERA-5 reanalysis hourly dataset37, starting in 1950. We
averaged the original data to a daily format. Air temperature at
850 hPa (T850) and geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) were
resampled to a 1 × 1° horizontal resolution grid, duet to no finer
resolution was needed. These fields were used to: (i) characterise
the synoptic drivers of the HW, and (ii) for Z500 only, to perform
the analogues experiment. Specific methods for products derived
from these variables are explained below. Percentiles for
Supplementary Fig. 1 were computed with respect to the
climatological seasonal cycle (reference period 1950–2022).

Fig. 4 Estimated increase in temperature and likelihood of maximum Tx under dry and wet preconditions. a maximum Tx and
b probability under dry SM compared to wet SM preconditions, estimated by means of a GEV fit. Horizontal orange lines represent the GEV
prediction for the sequence of 21- to 30-day time windows centred in the peak of the event, whereas brown lines show the same but for the
31- to 40-day time windows, respectively. There is one horizontal line for all days comprising the sequence from 21 to 40 (see Analogues
experiment in Data and Methods section for further details). Dark red points indicate the mean value of the entire distribution (middle),
whereas left and right points refer to the two-time windows above mentioned. Boxes show the interquartile ranges and whiskers span the
1st–99th percentiles.
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Soil moisture–temperature coupling
The π diagnostic proposed by Miralles et al. 24. was used to assess
and quantify the magnitude of soil moisture–temperature
coupling. It captures the correlation between soil moisture and
temperature and can be used to identify regions where this
coupling is particularly strong or weak. The metric is estimated
based on near-surface air temperature (T), evaporation (E),
potential evaporation (Ep) and surface net radiation (Rn). π is
defined as the product of a temperature term (T′) and an energy
term (H’−Hp’):

π ¼ H’ � Hp'
� �

T ' (1)

where H is the actual sensible heat flux (resulting from the balance
between evaporation and surface net radiation), and Hp is the
sensible heat that would occur assuming potential evaporation:

ðH'� Hp'Þ ¼ ðRn� λEÞ'� ðRn� λEpÞ' (2)

Where T’, H’ and Hp’ represent, respectively, the daily anomalies of
T, H and Hp expressed in the number of standard deviations
relative to their mean, and λE the calculated as a function of T and
Rn38. The derivation of this equation is found in Miralles et al. 24

The energy term (H’−Hp’) represents, therefore, the short-term
potential of soil moisture to affect T through changes in the
partitioning of the available radiative energy. When soil moisture
is sufficient to meet the atmospheric demand for water,
evaporation equals potential evaporation, and the energy term
is zero. Under dry conditions, as atmospheric water demand
increases and soil moisture gradually decreases, the energy term
increases. Ultimately the soil moisture–temperature coupling (π)
will be high when positive values of T′ concur with high levels of
(H’−Hp’). This metric was computed on a daily scale and for the
contiguous months of March, April and May.

Analogues experiment
We use the analogues approach, which infers the probability
distribution of a target field from the atmospheric circulation
during a considered time interval39. Flow analogues are days
when the atmospheric patterns are similar to those observed
during a specific event of interest. They are defined from their
root-mean-square differences (RMSD) with respect to the actual
Z500 anomaly field at the time of the HW peak event over the
following domain: 20W–15E, 25N–50 N. For each day of the HW
peak (26–28 April 2023), the search of flow analogues was
restricted to a 30-day time window centred on the peak of the
event, excluding 2023. Additionally, to address whether the
previously accumulated soil moisture deficits over the restricted
southern Iberian domain (7.5W–2.5 W, 37.3N–38.6 N) could have
contributed to intensifying Tx anomalies over that region at the
time of the April HW, we employed the approach proposed by
Sousa et al.18. In this case, we reconstructed Tx anomalies
expected from the circulation during the April HW, distinguishing
between analogue days preceded by dry and wet conditions. Dry
(wet) days are those when the regional mean soil moisture for the
previous 15 days is below (above) the 33rd (66th) percentile of the
1950–2022 climatology. For the final selection of analogue days
with wet or dry SM preconditions, the 1% (~15 days) of days
closest to each of the 3 days of the HW peak were selected. We
reconstructed the HW Tx peak 5000 times by randomly choosing
one different analogue for each day and for dry and wet
preconditions every time to derive flow-conditioned Tx distribu-
tions. Following the approach of Sousa et al.18, we removed the
linear trend of the SM time series to conduct the selection of
analogues based on wet and dry precedents. This measure was
adopted to deal with the impact of long-term trends that could
add complexity to the causal relationships between SM and
temperature.

We performed several sensitivity analyses to test the robustness
of such an approach, mainly to detect any seasonal bias or long-
term trend in the selected analogues. A first sensitivity test was
based on estimating the annual linear trends of wet and dry
analogues mean annual frequency estimated for 21 different sized
time windows centred on the peak of the event (i.e., sizes from 20
to 40 days before and after the 26th and 28th, respectively), which
proved not to be significant (Supplementary Fig. 5). Additionally, a
second sensitivity test was performed to assess if some bias
existed in selecting wet and dry analogues preconditions. As the
event occurred in a transitional season, wet days tend to be closer
to the winter season due to the high dependency of winter
precipitation in southern Iberia40 whereas dry days increase closer
to the summer season41. In this sense, we tested different daily
time windows centred on the peak of the event (20 to 40-day
windows) without noticeable differences, indicating a very small
bias (<0.1 °C in the southern Iberian Peninsula box) regardless of
the size of the time windows (Supplementary Fig. 6), thus
increasing the confidence in the results. Finally, we also tested
the sensitivity of the analogues technique to the domain size.
Thus, we performed the same reconstruction employing 10
different domain sizes (Supplementary Fig. 7) without remarkable
differences between them ( < 0.1 °C in the Iberian Peninsula).

Extreme value analysis
To estimate the probability value of maximum Tx reached over the
southern Iberian box during the April HW by considering both wet
and dry precedent SM conditions, we employed a non-stationary
Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution, a widely used
approach to assess the rarity of heat extreme events42–44:

G Txð Þ ¼ exp � 1þ ξ
Tx � μ

s

� �� ��1=ξ
 !

(3)

where G(Tx) represents the cumulative distribution function, μ is
the location parameter, σ is the scale parameter, and ξ is the
shape parameter. We performed a block maxima approach by
selecting the maximum value of each HW peak reconstruction in
the analogue procedure. As we reconstructed the HW peak 5000
times for both wet and dry SM preconditions, we obtained 5000
blocks with a maximum reconstructed Tx. Such sets of samples of
Tx were then fitted by using the GEV distribution (Supplementary
Fig. 8a). In this way, we could infer the probability value of the Tx
record in the southern Iberian Peninsula in two different SM
precondition contexts (Supplementary Fig. 8b), as well as the ratio
between both probabilities (Fig. 4a). Using this same approach, we
also predicted the maximum Tx reached for both wet and dry
conditions. To this end, given the conditional probability P(Tx max
| dry) of the maximum regional anomaly (13.5 °C) under dry
conditions, i.e., for the dry analogues, we inferred the value of Tx
max | wet in the probability distribution for the wet SM conditions,
using the estimated probability P(Tx max | dry). Then, we
calculated the difference between the observed maximum value
of Tx and the estimated value of Tx max | wet to obtain the
amplification value shown in Fig. 4b. This analysis is inspired by
the climate change risk-based attribution methodology30,31, but in
this case, the probability distributions are compared between
groups of dry and wet analogues rather than between a climate
with and without anthropogenic forcing.

DATA AVAILABILITY
All data used in this study is publicly accessible online via the following links: AEMET
in-situ observations are available through an API request: https://opendata.aemet.es/
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